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Abstract— Achievement of high performance in computing or accessing of data is the aim of any system. Reduction of access time to a
particular data which is present in the device is very important for the enhancement in the performance. Caching is implemented to do the same.
The group of cache device and the virtual device is made as a cache group to enhance the performance of the system. The system may not be on
the same condition different instances of time. There will always be a variation in io rates of the application, which is not utilized for the full
extent. These differences in the io rates can be utilized effectively for the enhancement of the performance of the system. When the system is
idle of with less io then the system will force the flush so that the inconsistency of data is reduced. When the system is being bombarded with io
then less threads are given for the flush io. These variations in the threads assigned for the implementation of flush io will enhance the overall
performance of the system.
Keywords— CG-Cache group, CD-cache device, VD-virtual drive, Dirty data, Valid data, cache hit, cache miss.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In any high end system on which there are lots and lots of io
which is executed per second. These ios has to be executed
efficiently and the same has to be acknowledged back to the
application which has initiated the io. The caching is very
important for any high end system. When the application is
write intensive then the write back method of caching is
used. The major drawback of this method is the
inconsistency of data in the system at certain times. Since a
cache device has to have a less access time, SSDs are used
for CD. Rotational media can be used for VD. The
combination of VD and CD is a CG on which the ios has to
be triggered. Frequently accessed data is stored in the cache
device. This data is detected by hot detection algorithm. Any
chunk of data which is requested by the application more
than 3 times is popped on to the CD. Then after some time
depending on the system the data is flushed to maintain the
data consistency.
II. OVERVIEW
A. Reasearch gap
In the previous implementation of write back caching
solution there was a single caching algorithm which was
running in background. The problem with this method was
the threads which are utilized for the flush io use to be idle
when no data was dirty and the same were overloaded when
there used to be too much of dirty data to be flushed on to
the virtual device.
The problem of with this method was leading the system
to achieve less performance. This can be eliminated by
variation of flush parameters according to the variations in
flush.
B. Methodlogy
The solution is designed such that the flush parameters will
vary according to the variations in the application’s io. The

solution has been designed to have 3 variations in the flush
io.
 Idle flush
 Periodic flush
 Forced flush
Idle flush is triggered when there are less or non io on the
CG. Periodic flush is a middle layer flush which is triggered
on the device when the dirty data count exceeds 45% of the
total cache size and works till it reaches 60%. When the
cache device is filled with more than 60% of dirty data then
the forced flush is triggered which will allocate maximum
allowable threads for flush io.
III. IMPLEMENTATION LOGIC
The idea which is briefly said in the previous section is
explained in the implementation logic. Here the minute
details of design and the requirements are stated so that the
idea is well established and understood.
Dirty data are the data present in the CD which is not
sent to the VD through flush. Valid data is the super set of
dirty data but also include those chunks of data which are
sent to VD also. Cache hit refers to the situation in the data
needed by the io is present in the cache device. Cache miss
is the negative case of cache hit, where the requested data is
not present in the CD. Partial hit refers to the situation in
which the data chunks needed are partially present in the
device. These terminologies are repeatedly used.
A. Assumptions
The CD is divided logically into blocks of 64KB size
called as cache block. Each cache block is internally divided
into cache line of 4K. So each cache block is having 16
cache lines. There will be a dirty bit for each cache line.
Each 4K io is marked for dirty bit after the write is
performed on the same. The metadata is present in the CD
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and in VD also. Configuration details are in CD which is
C. CD flush
considered primarily. In any situation of inconsistence state
The CD flush is for a particular CD specified by its SCSI
of system the system is brought back to the working state
id. Caching is disabled when the CD flush is issued. Dirty
using the configuration details present in the CD.
tree is always maintained for a particular VD. In a loop each
Sequential ios are not serviced by the solution. The
VD in the CG is verified for the dirty data of that CD is
speed of the device’s spindle is utilized for these sequential
flushed. Dirty tree is an AVL tree after each deletion of the
ios.
node its balanced. CD flush is a trouble process. During the
Ios which are greater than the size 32K are also bypassed
cache disable any partial or full hit on the CD is come across
by the solution. If there is any overlap in the ios greater than
then its serviced.
the size of 32K then the ios are serviced by the solution.
D. VD flush
B. Io work path
VD is flush is simple to implement. In any CG the data
When a io is encountered by the device, its first mapped
pertaining to the VD specified by its SCSI id is flushed.
to the solution’s driver, where the parameters of the io are
There will be no cache disable during the VD flush. The
recognized. if the size of io is greater than bypass size then
dirty tree as a whole is flushed to the device. Its better to
the virtual windows are assigned to the io. Else physical
stop the io on the VD before the VD flush, else from one
window is assigned to the io in the cache device. Then the
end the device will be clearing the dirty tree and from the
ios are mapped to the respective LBA in the respective
other side it will be building.
devices
E. Flush parameters
Flush io is characterized by 3 parameters.
 Rate of flush
 Time interval between flush
 Size of flush
These 3 parameters can be varied even by the user but only
during the period of 45% to 60% of the total cache size. The
parameters for the remaining types of flush are fixed.
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